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Want to be indefinitely like anybody else and stay comfortably so; curious as to your own
true natal chart or after detail?

$pare us the
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techno babble.
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Curious as to our
true natal chart.
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Detail, please!
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ZODIAC PROPER
Things will never be the same as we finally have zodiac proper here - the Academic
Zodiac. Do we hear “Can you fly this thing i?” Of course we can, we designed it.
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ACADEMIC ZODIAC
The Academic Zodiac has been tested on spacecraft - it’ll encompass your own case.
From Himalayan altitude down to any depression; 7000 miles under the sea: the universal
Cartesian house system renders seamless results in cases of seaquake as measured exactly
at epicenter. Yes, 9-11 as well. 9-11 happened with Eris @ 0 azimuth W as setting in
Cetus + Osama Moon @ χ1 Orionis. Don’t let it happen to you – not ever again.

Lo zodiaco nazionale italiano

Lo zodiaco sfoggia ben dieci costellazioni zodiacali “nascoste” all’insaputa anche
di molti italiani dove quello scientifico è già italiano da anni.
http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/astrology http://ow.ly/7GIYe
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Lo zodiaco già italiano? Di nazionalità italiana, lo zodiaco sfoggia ben ventidue
(22) costellazioni, non necessariamente “abbinate” ai sedici (16) ascendenti.
Come l'Ordine dei Templari di Hugo Pagani, l'astrologia è di nazionalità
strettamente italiana.
L'Italia firma lo zodiaco scientifico. Lo zodiaco accademico fa parte del patrimonio
culturale italiano. Nato nei anni settanta, sfoggia una Luna massonica in Sestante,
nonché Plutone in Coma Berenices.
Capelli corvini un po’ stregati: uno degli attributi della luna in Corvo. Tra i molti
significati di questa posizione zodiacale, donne corvine come esseri speciali già
magici che emergono nella sfera del mago al tempo segnato dalla luna in corvo. Da
notare che dopo il Corvo o Corvus, la luna entra nella costellazione del gufo,
Noctua.
V’interessa consultare le vostre vere costellazioni zodiacali e ascendentali?
Riferirsi al proprietario dello zodiaco. Il sito dell’avatar è sempre:

http://users.tmok.com/~tarant8l/astrology/astrology.html
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DOLPHIN KIDS 2011 - 2012
What would 2012 be without Mayan 2011? In abridging 2012 from the year 2011,
remarkable zodiacal transactions are recorded for the benefit of the new mothers. Planets
in Cetus, Orion, and Sextans plus much more make for the dolphin kids to score!
PLANETS IN CETUS 2011 - 2012
Understandably, you don’t have any astrological country in your software ii: who needs it?
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All calculations as to all the loves in your life – by date and quality - your next marriage
or

stock

exchange

can

be

performed

by

memory

by

any

toddler.

http://www.lulu.com/browse/search.php?fListingClass=0&fSearch=20+Minutes+Astrology+Klaudio+Zic
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Welcome to the year of the ||::|| dolphin, 2012.
As through the years 2011 and 2012 most
planets transit Cetus, children born at this time
were nicknamed “dolphin kids”. These special
children deserve special horoscopes that
represent their own true natal skies. One can
even have all natal planets plus ascendant in
Cetus, thus exemplifying the sign of our times.
Eris1 is “resident” in Cetus for this generation.
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Cetus is one of the 22 zodiacal constellations
and also one of the 16 eastern ascendants for
the current epoch. It is the sign of our times.
Whales, narwhals and dolphins are our astral
teachers besides representing holy totems of
our epoch. Cetus marks the sign of Jonas.
While most planets wade through Cetus in the
year 2011, year 2012 marks the apex of the
present eon of Cetus with Sun and Uranus
congressing in Cetus for the spring equinox
2012. 6-6-2012 children are next! ||::||
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Dad, mom, Uranus in Cetus is upon us! What is
the meaning of Sun plus Uranus in Cetus? In
the year 2011, we had Jupiter in Cetus and
many things happened… After the Æon of
Cetus and Age of Pegasus we reenter the Age
of Pisces (II). These critical years have been
delineated one by one, month by month and
day by day from 2012 to 2017 and beyond.
Years 2014 and 2015 received special
attention, besides 2018 and Apophis’ 2025. ||::||
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No year ahead can be bad when you change it
with your own RTRRT instant magick tools.
Know your own year 2012 in order to outfox
fate in time. Scan your future - change your
future NOW. Dive deeper in underlying your
karmic flows while redirecting events towards
an optimal issue at will. RTRRT can be
practiced everywhere at any time – your
invisible pocket instant magick that does not
even require any pocket at all! ||::||
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In the years 2011 – 2012, children are being
born with 8 planets in Cetus plus an eventual
Cetus ascendant. Especially 6-6-2012 kids
remind those Hydra kids with Venus and
Tekton in Hydra. Remember Alixe? She had
Moon ascending in Cetus, Mercury in Sextans,
Venus in Orion; Juno in (zodiacal) Scutum and
Pluto sitting on the ascendant of the USA in
Serpens Cauda. What about you? ||::||
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Discreate doomsday scenario ! In the year
2012, prosperity rendering is of course still in
your own hands! Redesign your 2012 freely by
perusing simple RTRRT creations1 in daily life.
RTRRT1 self-initiation is discrete, quick and
easy; even easier than 20 Minutes Astrology.
Wade through 2012 and beyond1 with freehand
RTRRT tools – simple mental exercises that
change &or manifest any future event for you
right now1! ||::||
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Psa 91:11 For he shall give his angels charge concerning thee, to keep thee
in all thy ways. Your guardian angel is the eastern ascending star. There are
sixteen (16) ascending constellations at east for the current epoch. Which one
is your own guardian angel? http://ow.ly/6TpWd Conosci il tuo unico angelo
custode? Il sant’angelo custode del tuo oroscopo è uno dei sedici ascendenti
nascenti a est per l’epoca presente. Qual è il tuo unico angelo custode già
stella dell’est? http://ow.ly/6TsxO
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The Sun figures as one of the most acclaimed iii objects iv in popular
astrology v. Do you know its veritable zodiacal position? As free horoscopes
are mostly intended for entertainment only, they never reproduce any original
natal sky at all vi. Thus, Sai Baba was born with Sun in Libra on November
23rd. How about you? http://ow.ly/6Tq9A The generally known 13 Sun-signs
expanded are in fact 15, even 16. Is your natal Sun in Orion or Cetus?
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The lunar zodiac represents a complex grid. Leave the calculations to us as
your natal Moon sign gets properly determined. Alixe vii has Moon rising in
Cetus, Mercury in Sextans along with Venus in Orion. Her Juno is in zodiacal
Scutum while Pluto sits on the ascendant of the USA in Serpens Cauda. Is
your child a genius as well? http://ow.ly/6Tqb1 Your natal Moon can be
anywhere from Auriga, Corvus or Sextans. Who knows? We do.
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VIP Services
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The Dark Planets
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The Dwarf Planets
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1008 Planets
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Centaurean Skies
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Future Changing
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First published by Klaudio Zic Publications, 2011 http://ow.ly/6w5eM The Academic Zodiac is Copyright © 2011 by Klaudio Zic. All Rights Reserved. No part of this
material may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or otherwise, for commercial purposes or otherwise, without the written permission
of the Author viii. The names of dedicated publications are normally given in italics.
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The Academic Zodiac has been tested on spacecraft. It’ll work perfectly for you.

Disclaimer: we don’t sell software, yet. A note as follows. Even if you would have appropriate software, what would you do with it without
initiation proper? Get VIP Services in order to get to know some basic things about yourself first, such as ascendant or the position of the natal
Sun. VIP catalogs abound even after the October 2011 whitewash: 10% of 13000 still makes 1300. Astrology is too complicated but RTRRT are
simple, so focus at changing any bad eventuality as associated with any futurity of yours.
http://inkmesh.com/search/?qs=VIP++Klaudio+Zic++&btnE=Find+Ebooks
iii
Although inessential in most calculations- see Sunless Astrology. Non-determining for most purposes, the Sun is a malefic like any other – it can
be said to encompass all negative ego energy. On the other hand, in most traditions it is the Moon that determines one’s original attitude, thus
leading to true self. Shiva stands for lunar directions, of which some 500 are perused in popular astrology.
iv
Server clean-up issues as scheduled for October 2011 leave only 1000 essential publications online out of 12000. For example, a terabyte of old
Eris material dated as early as Aug 1st 2005 has been completely removed on account of old age. While Eris in Cetus is still relevant as secondary
marker of our era, its research materials were deemed as slightly outdated against current standards. That leaves the material mostly static, since
e.g. as of October 14th 2011, no animated X-zodiac is readily available for the outer lodge any longer.
http://www.lulu.com/browse/search.php?fListingClass=0&fSearch=Eris+++Klaudio+Zic++&fSubmitSearch=Go&showingSubPanels=&fSort=relevance_desc
v

It is generally assumed that there are 13 Sun-signs. While that is a correct assertion, the number of Sun-signs expands to 15, even 16. As concern
the Moon, the matter is infinitively vaster as well as complex. Your natal Moon can be anywhere from Auriga, Corvus or Sextans. Who knows?
We do.
1)

vi

2)

The ascendant of the USA is Serpens. Alternatives are Aquila and Ophiuchus.

3)

9-11 happened due to Eris 0 azimuth W in Cetus + Osama Moon χ1 Orionis.

Astrology is not at all some sort of game or “for entertainment only” business at all; it is a matter of national security.

KNOW YOUR OWN ||::|| DOLPHIN
Let’s face it: people would kill, as countries already do, in order to know who they really are, but there’s no one to tell them so because nobody
knows. Countries already do: countries kill in order not to know who they really are. All national heraldries messed up, that entire ocean of
dolphin blood at their own hands. Whale slaughter happens due to not knowing a simple thing: the Sun is not at all fixed at some fictitious zero
Aries for spring equinox: we are living in the era of Cetus, the whale: the totemic animal spirit of our times. Not to lie is not to kill, that simple.
Start with a simple Sun ephemeris and work out towards your own freedom. It is more efficacious to be oneself than someone else for a lifetime.

LAST COKE
If people would kill to get to know who they really are, why do you never meet one? There are other people who kill millions by not telling them
who they really are. They tell them who they are not. The trick is to associate oneself with e.g. some popular father figure such as Santa Claus in
order to poison the nation with junk food or faux data: anything goes as legal but you are still not yourself at all. You are an experienced life coach
and you still are not yourself. You know everything about Capricorn but you don’t know that you can not have it ascending at all. Next thing you
die not knowing what was before your own eyes all of the time. Such is the power of persuasion by faux authority.
CETUS
During the years 2011 – 2012, seven planets join Eris within one of the largest zodiacal ascendants for the present epoch and sign of the Æon:
Cetus.

ABSTRACT #162220122017
a)

22 zodiacal stations – the 22 Tarot arcana all represent zodiacal constellations.

b)

16 eastern ascendants – guardian angels – elementary court - Tarot permutations.

c)

Sidereal=tropical as Astronomy = Astrology & Academic Zodiac = real natal sky

d)

Original astronomic IAU compatible calculations – no superstition involved.

e)

Solid state universal Cartesian house system as tested on spacecraft – unbreakable.

f)

1008 original delineations for all objects within the solar system and beyond.

g)

Daily fresh delineations for new objects such as centaurs, comets or dwarf planets.

h)

Easy one-minute prediction as matched by personal future-changing technology.

SCIENTIFIC ASTROLOGY FOR THE YEAR 2012
So how’s a horoscope done? One dips into a reliable source, which happens to be NASA JPL. Are we speaking out of that source? You may as
well assume so. The source of all astrological information lies within the acronyms of IAU, NASA JPL and Harvard MPC.

VIP SERVICES
What do you get? Daily fresh objects along with their appropriate delineations plus all the usual refinements: universal Cartesian house system
showing 16 eastern ascendants for the current epoch, ascendant set update for the epoch of choice, Academic Zodiac, 22 zodiacal stations, 13 + 2
+1 solar stations, inbuilt wintertime zodiacal offset correction, giant and actual comets, all centaurs and major dwarf planets, original delineation –
first, unique and eternal, secondary angular direction, personal matrix scanning and future-changing support, northern and southern constellations
set, zodiac and nadir, focus on detail, WYSIWYG Astrology, abundant coverage of natal or actual skies, disambiguation in cases of previous
indoctrination, abundant divination “Ask 1008 questions!” and much more as presented through an endless variety of free VIP catalogs for the
current year.
2012
In the year 2012, Uranus is in Cetus – the Academic Zodiac marks the hub of the Æon of Cetus.
AGE OF PEGASUS
China and Egypt always shared a promising zodiacal base to build upon. In return, the Academic Zodiac hosts all Chinese and Egyptian zodiacal
models and systems with pleasure and privilege of an all-encompassing omniversal system. As Venus rising at east in Pegasus announces the
Gaussian peak of said Age, heavens are shaken by Dantesque conflicts between cetacean dæmons and Luciferian vimana.
a)

If you are happy with just any natal Sun-sign, don’t bother.

b)

If you like to adapt to whatever personality they impose on you, go ahead.

c)

If you already got twin natal Sun-signs, don’t bother either, get a third one perhaps.

d)

But if you are genuinely interested in your natal horoscope, know that there is one!
22 = 16
Astronomy = Astrology
Sidereal = Tropical
Tarot = Zodiac
Stars do get everywhere
| 22 zodiac signs | 16 ascendants |
2012-Nov-23 00:00 m Lib
2012-Nov-26 00:00 m Sco
2012-Nov-29 00:00 m Sco
2012-Dec-02 00:00 m Oph
2012-Dec-05 00:00 m Oph
2012-Dec-08 00:00 Oph
2012-Dec-11 00:00 Oph
2012-Dec-14 00:00 Oph
2012-Dec-17 00:00 Oph
2012-Dec-20 00:00 m Sgr

Dive Deeper

Academic Zodiac

Complete Works

Instant Magick

http://ow.ly/6asi8

http://ow.ly/6as5v

http://ow.ly/6aspr

2012 Uranus in Cetus

2012

2017

http://ow.ly/6p5fa

http://ow.ly/6p5iD

http://ow.ly/6p5mm

2011 2012 2014 2017

13th Ascendant Ophiuchus

2011 2012 2014 2017

http://ow.ly/6p64f

http://ow.ly/6p6lO

http://ow.ly/6p66y

ACADEMIC ZODIAC
Once upon the time when astrology diverged from astronomyvi, people worshiped faux natal skies. Both East and West, confusion reigned as
babies would be born into false personalities. No “astrologer” knew one’s own baby’s Sun-sign! Jehovah strongly admonished but apparently no
one listened. Those who warned were ignored and silenced. Superstition flourished. People never knew who they are and whence their problems
really came from. The Devil fed on malice that emanated from issuing confusion and emotional turmoil. Countries had misplaced heraldry,
Masonic temples were disoriented, symbols were confused and occultism disgraced. People knew no Tarot proper. They never knew that they
have one true natal sky only as sidereal is tropical. Then Hayagrivananta inspected the zodiac and established it in minutes. Once false separation
between astrology and astronomy was put to an end by the Academic Zodiac, humanity entered a golden era of peace and prosperity as divorce,
having a wrong organ cut off or bankruptcy became things of the past. Once more the whale rules the planet and e have peace. From time to time
the mind of man takes a sudden leap forward in inventing something which makes life so much easier that people soon begin to wonder how they
ever got on without it. The wheel, printing, electricity, Internet; and now the Academic Zodiacvi. http://ow.ly/7cPnW
NONE OF THE TWO
You used to have two horoscopes = for your twin = identities. You learned to love this positive schizophrenia, only none of the two was ever your
own natal horoscope at all. What if your own horoscope were produced by your real natal skies? How would it look like? Tao is neither yin nor
yang: Tao knows none of the two – just like in your own case.
A WINNING CONCEPT
The Academic Zodiac is the latest and first in any astrology, the Astrology. Astrology on planet Earth can not exist without the zodiac and man
never had it. God & NASA: Jehovah gave strict astronomic directions which summed up in the Academic Zodiac. As the world is not enough, the
universal house system was tested on satellites in and out the solar system with seamless results. Note that previous kindergarten models would
shamelessly crash just south of Oslo. Tekton in Hydra ascending at an underwater epicenter? No problem! This one works under the sea, on
mount Himalaya and absolutely everywhere and at any speed in and out this solar system. The local zodiac scans itself! The animated Academic
Zodiac is not only about planet Earth but also our near futurity as colons on Cruithne and throughout omniverse in general, according to its
winning planetocentric concept and local zodiacal praxis.
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The guardian angels presenting as eastern ascendants of the Tarot account for the sixteen elementary permutations generally known as “court
suite” within the I Ching Aspectarian.
ONE SKY FOR ALL
Claim your own true, verified, original, genuine, unique, real and veritable natal skies!
1=1
What if your own horoscopes were rendered by your real natal skies? You would be you.
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http://ow.ly/6TsFe http://www.scribd.com/doc/10041550/Astrology-for-Children-True-Natal-Skies-for-Alice http://ow.ly/6TsIU
The Academic Zodiac is patrimony, property and donation to the State of Italy by its Author.

